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. . . You now have the right power!

When you utilize a BOSS PTO  
Generator on your Utility Trucks…
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When you utilize a BOSSGEN PTO driven generator on your crew trucks 
you gain a decisive edge, because the BOSSGEN PTO driven generator 
components become an integral part of the vehicle. The Boss PTO is 
mounted below the bed, offering many advantages you cannot get using 
a conventional engine driven generators or inverters. Available in 6.6 or 
10.0kW on the Totally Enclosed Fan Cooled model and 6.5 or 10.0kW on 
the Standard Model.
When you utilize a BOSSGEN PTO driven generator on your crew trucks 
you gain a decisive edge, because the BOSSGEN PTO driven generator 
components become an integral part of the vehicle. The Boss PTO is 
mounted below the bed, offering many advantages you cannot get using 
a conventional engine driven generators or inverters.
The BOSSGEN series takes up no bed space and with only the vehicle 
engine to maintain, life just got easier!. With fewer parts, the generator 
now has more mobility.
The BOSSGEN is ideal for plastic pipe fusion, night lighting, pumps, 
heaters, heating irons, electrical tools, sensitive computer equipment 
and more..
••  Frees up the tow hitch.
••  Takes up no bed space - BOSSGEN PTO generators are  

mounted under deck.
••  Fewer parts - Compared to its towable or cross-mount counterparts.
••  Light weight - Less than 200 lbs!
••  Only one engine to maintain - Simplifies preventive maintenance.
•• �Cost�efficient - No need for additional licensing fees or insurance.

OPTION: The B-CAN Control System

OPTION: ESAB 215C Suitcase Welder
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GENERATOR Standard
Output (kW) 6.6kW 10.0kW

Weight (lbs) 103.5 152

Height 12.3” 12.3”

Width 11.8” 11.8”

Length 19.8” 22.15”

Voltage 120 or 120/240 Single Phase 120 or 120/240 Single Phase

Input Speed (RPM) 1800 1800

GENERATOR Totally Enclosed Fan Cooled
Output (kW) 6.5kW 10.0kW

Weight (lbs) 152 152

Height 12.3” 12.3”

Width 11.8” 11.8”

Length 22.15” 22.15”

Voltage 120 or 120/240 Single Phase 120 or 120/240 Single Phase

Input Speed (RPM) 1800 1800

SPECIFICATIONS

DURABLE. CAPABLE. RELIABLE
The B-CAN is a remote control system featuring a 3.5 inch fully sunlight 
viewable screen that is menu based for service and diagnostic 
information.
••  USB interface allows quick and easy software updates.
••  Internal buzzer to alert operators of warnings and shutdowns.
••  Plug-and-go solution for displaying J1939 engine and transmission data.
••  Robust polycarbonate case with IP67 rating.
••  Fully-seated Deutsch electrical connectors.

The Rebel™ EMP 215ic offers 
120/230 V flexibility and some of the 
most innovative welding technology 
available. A breakthrough design 
inspired by professional welders, the 
Rebel EMP 215ic is a complete MIG/
TIG/Stick package ready to weld 
anything – mild steel, aluminum, 
stainless steel – and go anywhere.
••  True multi-process performance 

for best-in-class MIG, Flux-Cored, 
Stick, including 6010 Stick 
electrodes, and Lift TIG welding.

••  Exclusive sMIG (“smart MIG”) feature continuously learns and adapts 
to the operator’s welding technique to provide a stable arc and 
superior, repeatable welds; increases productivity for the experienced 
welder, and reduces training time for novice welders

••  Innovative display has larger display screen and higher pixel density 
to provide a more clear view of the TFT screen than other light 
industrial welders.

Specifications subject to change without notice.


